LUNAR SOONERS

EQUIPMENT CHECKOUT FORM

EVENT LOCATION: OU Observatory Classroom

EVENT DATE: 1-28-15

EVENT CONTACT (NAME, i.e. person): Tami Thompson
EVENT GROUP (if applicable, i.e. Boy Scouts): 7th/8th graders from Highland East Jr. High
EVENT CONTACT (PHONE): 
EVENT CONTACT (E-MAIL): TAMITHOMASON@msoureschools.com

LS HOST(S): Timothy Miller
               Mike Dunn
               
               
NUMBER OF ORANGE TELESCOPES: 0
NUMBER OF BLACK TELESCOPES: 0

ATTACH ONE CHECK-OUT/CHECK-IN FORM *PER TELESCOPE* TO THIS PAGE.
ATTACH ONE CHECK-OUT/CHECK-IN FORM FOR ALL ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT TO THIS PAGE.

ANY ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT OTHER THAN WHAT IS IN THE TOOLBOX?
IF YES, LIST BELOW: 

NUMBER OF HOURS COMPENSATED: 1

LS EVENT LEADER (PRINT): Timothy Miller
LS EVENT LEADER (SIGN): Timothy Miller
DATE: 1-30-15